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ABSTRACT: Reticular chemistry has boosted the design of
thousands of metal and covalent organic frameworks for unlimited
chemical compositions, structures, and sizable porosities. The ability
to generate porous materials at will on the basis of geometrical design
concepts is responsible for the rapid growth of the ﬁeld and the
increasing number of applications derived. Despite their promising
features, the synthesis of targeted homo- and heterometallic
titanium−organic frameworks amenable to these principles is
relentlessly limited by the high reactivity of this metal in solution
that impedes the controlled assembly of titanium molecular clusters.
We describe an unprecedented methodology for the synthesis of
heterometallic titanium frameworks by metal-exchange reactions of
MOF crystals at temperatures below those conventionally used in
solvothermal synthesis. The combination of hard (titanium) and soft (calcium) metals in the heterometallic nodes of MUV-10(Ca)
enables controlled metal exchange in soft positions for the generation of heterometallic secondary building units (SBUs) with
variable nuclearity, controlled by the metal incorporated. The structural information encoded in the newly formed SBUs drives an
MOF-to-MOF conversion into bipartite nets compatible with the connectivity of the organic linker originally present in the crystal.
Our simulations show that this transformation has a thermodynamic origin and is controlled by the terminations of the (111)
surfaces of the crystal. The reaction of MUV-10(Ca) with ﬁrst-row transition metals permits the production of crystals of MUV101(Fe,Co,Ni,Zn) and MUV-102(Cu), heterometallic titanium MOFs isostructural with archetypical solids such as MIL-100 and
HKUST. In comparison to de novo synthesis, this metal-induced topological transformation provides control over the formation of
hierarchical micro-/mesopore structures at diﬀerent reaction times and enables the formation of heterometallic titanium MOFs not
accessible under solvothermal conditions at high temperature, thus opening the door for the isolation of additional titanium
heterometallic phases not linked exclusively to trimesate linkers.

■

the structural information encoded in the inorganic SBU.9 The
second, the SBU approach, is more general in conception, as it
permits targeting multiple MOF topologies also amenable to
isoreticular functionalization, by controlling the geometry and
connection points of the two building units in the framework.10,11 The successful translation of these geometric design
principles to the synthesis of binary MOFs relies on ﬁnding the
experimental conditions that reproduce the structural
information encoded in the two chemical building units
targeted. This is not a problem for the organic linker, which

INTRODUCTION
Metal−organic frameworks (MOFs) are crystalline extended
structures assembled by the linkage of inorganic polynuclear
clusters, termed secondary building units (SBUs), and organic
linkers. For the last 15 years, the principles of reticular
chemistry have guided the design of thousands of MOFs by
rationalizing the combination of SBUs and organic linkers with
variable extension points into predetermined topologies.1
Reticular chemistry provides control over the design of
materials at a molecular level for a rich landscape of chemical
compositions, structures, and sizable porosities for direct
application in gas storage,2,3 separation,4−6 or catalysis.7,8 The
rapid growth of the MOF ﬁeld has built upon two main design
strategies. The ﬁrst, the isoreticular approach, is based on the
reticulation of sizable organic linkers of the same geometry and
connectivity. It makes it possible to control the metrics and
functionality of a speciﬁc framework topology that is ﬁxed by
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and can be controlled with time until complete transformation
of the material.

will retain its geometry and connectivity in solution, but
predicting the formation of persistent metal−oxo clusters
under crystal growth formation conditions is not straightforward. The chemistry of SBUs intrinsic to archetypical families
of MOFs such as [Cu2(H2O)2(RCO2)2] (HKUST),12 [Cr3O(H2O)3(RCO2)6] (MIL-100, MIL-101),13,14 [Zn4O(RCO2)6]
(MOF-5),9 and [Zr6O4(OH)4(RCO2)12] (UiO)15 is well
understood and central to the thousands of works related to
these materials published in the last years.
With the advance of the ﬁeld, the application of MOFs has
stressed their limitations, calling for enhanced thermal,
mechanical, or hydrolytical stabilities and increasing levels of
complexity.16,17 The chemistry of the SBU can be used to
improve the thermodynamic stability and tune the chemical
reactivity of MOFs. For instance, inorganic clusters based on
tetravalent metals such as Ti(IV), Zr(IV), and Hf(IV) are less
prone to hydrolysis due to strong M−O bonds. Among these
metals, titanium is less toxic, more abundant, and redox active.
Still, the synthesis of predesigned titanium frameworks from
targeted SBUs remains very challenging due to the high
reactivity of Ti salts, which generally lead to ill-deﬁned
amorphous phases under solvothermal conditions. On the
other hand, complexity at the SBU can be achieved by the
combination of two or more metals in heterometallic clusters
for mixed-metal MOFs that can outperform their monometallic counterparts in diﬀerent applications such as gas
storage, separation, and heterogeneous catalysis.18,19 The
intrinsic properties of Ti-MOFs make this possibility even
more appealing, as high stability might be combined with a
tailorable electronic structure, photoactivity, or chemical
reactivity. However, the limitations of the chemistry of
titanium are even more restrictive in this case and there is
no straightforward route for their synthesis. The success of
one-step synthesis relies on the use of metal ions with similar
charges and ionic radii. The high polarizing power of Ti4+
prevents a direct reaction with other metals that would likely
result in poor control over their distribution in the ﬁnal
material for the formation of segregated phases. In turn,
incorporation of other metals into Ti-MOFs by postsynthetic
exchange would be inadequate due to the high stability of Ti−
O coordination bonds, whereas the incorporation of Ti4+ in
preformed materials would not allow for complete metal
replacement and lacks control over the positioning of titanium
atoms in the structure,20 which can result in a spurious
deposition of metal oxide coatings.21
We report an unprecedented methodology for the synthesis
of heterometallic titanium frameworks amenable to the
principles of reticular chemistry. Instead of relying on the
serendipitous discovery of mixed-metal clusters by trial and
error, we use MOF crystals to direct the formation of SBUs
with variable connection points by transmetalation reactions at
65 °C. The combination of hard and soft metals in the
heterometallic nodes of MUV-10 (MUV, Materials of
Universidad de Valencia) enables controlled metal exchange
in soft positions while the structural integrity is retained. The
oﬀset in the coordination geometry upon metal replacement
generates a thermodynamically metastable state that evolves
into the formation of SBUs of decreased nuclearity and
dependent on the metal incorporated. The structural
information encoded in the newly formed SBUs drives the
formation of bipartite nets compatible with the connectivity of
the organic linker originally present in the crystal. This metalinduced topological transformation is a dynamic phenomenon

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Metal-Exchange Reactions in Heterometallic SBUs
Combining Labile and Robust Coordination Sites. As
commented above, the de novo synthesis of heterometallic
MOFs is restricted to metals with similar reactivity in solution
that allow for a concomitant reaction and avoid the formation
of homometallic frameworks. Postsynthetic metal exchange is a
more versatile route that enables the incorporation of a
broader range of metals for heterometallic compositions not
accessible by direct synthesis. Metal exchange reactions
typically involve soaking of the MOF in concentrated solutions
of the metal to be incorporated. The degree of exchange (often
incomplete) is kinetically and thermodynamically controlled by
the stability constants of the substituting cations and the
strength of the M−O bond in the cluster. This is why
precedents of MOF transmetalation are mostly focused on
labile SBUs more prone to hydrolysis and metal replacement.22,23 In contrast, robust MOFs with SBUs featuring
strong MIV−O bonds, such as [Zr6O4(OH)4(RCO2)12], are
less likely to undergo metal exchange at the cluster and can
suﬀer from uncontrolled grafting at defective positions20 or
induce the undesired formation of an oxide coating.21 Thus far,
transmetalation reactions have been exclusively focused in
homometallic MOFs for either labile or robust SBUs that
compromise the stability of the resulting material or limit the
metal exchange rate, respectively.
We hypothesized that these limitations might be circumvented by using heterometallic SBUs. The combination of soft
(M+2) and hard (M+4) metals at diﬀerent coordination sites in
the cluster might translate into quantitative metal replacement
without altering the structure or jeopardizing the chemical
stability of the framework.
We decided to explore this concept for the heterometallic
titanium framework MUV-10(Ca).24 This microporous solid
can be synthesized in high yields from the direct reaction of a
calcium salt with diﬀerent titanium sources. It displays a threedimensional the topology built from the linking of eightconnected [Ti2Ca2(O)2(H2O)4(RCO2)8] heterometallic SBUs
with btc linkers (btc = benzene-1,3,5-tricarboxylate anion). In
comparison to the labile and robust coordination sites in Zn4
and Zr6 clusters, Ti2Ca2 combines hard Ti4+ ions in octahedral
sites and capped-trigonal-prismatic soft Ca2+ centers more
prone to metal exchange (Figure 1). Our recent work

Figure 1. Secondary building units used in transmetalation reactions.
Structures of the metal−oxo clusters: (a) [Zn4O(RCO2)6], Zn4; (b)
[Zr6O4(OH)4(RCO2)12], Zr6; (c) [Ti2Ca2(O)2(H2O)4(RCO2)8],
Ti2Ca2 (this work). Blue and green metal sites denote labile (Zn2+,
Ca2+) and robust (Zr4+, Ti4+) metal exchange positions, respectively,
red denotes O, and gray denotes C.
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Figure 2. Metal exchange reactions with MUV-10(Ca) crystals: (a) reaction of MUV-10(Ca) in methanolic solutions of Mn2+ yields partial metal
exchange with retention of the original structure, whereas the same reaction with Co2+ drives a topological transformation into MUV-101(Co); (b)
experimental metal replacement after 10 days, ;(c) SEM images of the crystals; (d) PXRD after the experiment.

demonstrated the diﬃculties in producing other heterometallic
solids by direct synthesis with divalent ﬁrst-row transitionmetal cations. In contrast to Fe(II), Co(II), Ni(II), Cu(II),
and Zn(II), only MUV-10(Mn) could be prepared due to the
preference of Mn ions toward a heptacoordinated cappedtrigonal-prismatic (CTP) geometry.24,25 We decided to
investigate if same solid could be prepared by transmetalation
of the calcium phase. Crystals of MUV-10(Ca) were immersed
in concentrated solutions of Mn(NO3)2 in MeOH (0.2 M) at
65 °C. The resulting MUV-10(CaMn) crystals were ﬁltered
and cleaned after 10 days and 30 days for further analyses. We
evaluated the degree of metal exchange with X-ray energy
dispersive spectroscopy (EDX; section S3.1 in the Supporting
Information). The incorporation of Mn is concomitant with a
decrease in Ca. Metal exchange is slightly more favorable at
longer soaking times; Ca replacement increases from 11.6%
(10 days) up to 13.0% after 30 days (Figure 2b, top). In
comparison to the postsynthetic modiﬁcation of Zn4 clusters in
MOF-5,26 total exchange is far from complete, suggesting
thermodynamic control over the transmetalation reaction. The
metal distribution was also analyzed with EDX. Mapping
throughout the crystals reveals a homogeneous distribution of
both metals, ruling out metal clustering at the surface or the
formation of segregated phases (section S3.2 in the Supporting
Information). Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) conﬁrms
that the crystals retained the morphology and micrometer size
of the starting material after metal exchange, suggesting a
crystal-to-crystal reaction rather than recrystallization in the
presence of the new metal (Figure 2c, top). Retention of the
original structure was conﬁrmed by powder X-ray diﬀraction
(PXRD) Le Bail reﬁnement of the samples at variable soaking
times (Figure 2d (top) and section S3.3 in the Supporting
Information). The absence of additional peaks discards the
formation of an additional phase upon metal exchange. The
changes in the relative intensities of the [100] reﬂection
possibly originates from a preferential orientation of the
crystals, as we avoided grinding to prevent amorphization.
Crystals were activated by using the protocol reported for

MUV-10(Ca) to analyze the eﬀect of metal exchange over the
porosity of the solid (section S3.4 in the Supporting
Information). The N2 isotherm collected conﬁrmed that
MUV-10(CaMn) retained the original porosity with an
insigniﬁcant eﬀect on the BET surface area and the
experimental pore diameter. Also important, PXRD data of
the crystals after soaking in concentrated HCl and NaOH(aq)
solutions conﬁrm that transmetalation does not compromise
the hydrolytic stability of the parent solid that originates from
the presence of robust Ti−O nodes (section S3.5 in the
Supporting Information).
In order to demonstrate if the cluster in MUV-10 might be
compatible with the incorporation of other transition-metal
ions to access chemical compositions not accessible by direct
synthesis, we next attempted the same experiments in the
presence of Co2+. Soaking of MUV-10(Ca) in methanolic
solutions of Co(NO3)2·6H2O (0.2 M) at 65 °C resulted in the
formation of a pink solid already after 10 days. In comparison
to partial replacement for the Mn case, the EDX analysis
revealed that after this time metal exchange became
quantitative for the case of Co with only slight traces of
unexchanged calcium, close to 0.1% (Figure 2b, bottom).
Quantitative metathesis has been reported for labile [Cd4O]6+
units22 in MOF single crystals, but this drastic increase in
substitution on moving from Mn2+ to Co2+ was unanticipated.
To investigate its origin, we inspected the crystals with SEM
after the reaction. In comparison to transmetalation with Mn,
which does not inﬂuence the original morphology, reaction
with cobalt induces the formation of a cluster of micrometersized crystals with an octahedral morphology that completely
occupy the original space of the seeding MUV-10(Ca) crystal
(Figure 2c, bottom). EDX mapping of the crystals is again
consistent with the formation of a single phase with a
homogeneous distribution of Ti and Co throughout the newly
formed crystals and complete depletion of Ca. However,
PXRD reveals the complete transformation of the original
material into a new phase that displays high crystallinity
(Figure 2d, bottom). Rather than metal exchange, in the
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Figure 3. Dynamic topological transformation of MUV-10(Ca) to MUV-101(Co): (a) SEM images showing the progressive transformation of the
crystals with time (scale bars 3 μm). Analysis of the transformation at diﬀerent reaction times: (b) PXRDs showing the transformation of MUV10(Ca) into MUV-101(Co) with time; (c) change in the chemical stability of the ﬁnal material as result of the dilution of Ti−O bonds in TiCo2 in
comparison to Ti2Ca2 SBUs; (d) N2 adsorption/desorption isotherms at 77 K showing the progressive increase in surface area with time; (e) pore
size distribution (PSD) showing the evolution in pore size until the formation of a mesoporous framework; (f, g) EXAFS Ti and Co K-edge spectra
of MUV-101(Co) at diﬀerent stages of the transformation. The spectrum of MIL-100(Ti) was used for comparison and is shown as a dashed gray
line. For a clearer analysis of the diﬀerent stages of transformation see section S4 in the Supporting Information.

presence of Co2+, MUV-10(Ca) seems to act as a templating
scaﬀold that directs the growth of a new phase that we will
refer to as MUV-101(Co). In fact, PXRD Rietveld reﬁnement
of this newly formed phase conﬁrmed that transmetalation
induces a topological change for the formation of a
heterometallic titanium−organic framework isostructural with
MIL-100 (zeotypic mtn topology; section S4.4 in the
Supporting Information).13
Dynamic Topological Transformation of MUV-10 to
MUV-101. We next investigated this phenomenon by isolating
the crystals for diﬀerent soaking times and analyzing the
transformation at the diﬀerent stages (section S4 in the
Supporting Information). SEM images reveal the formation of
a corrugated surface on the facets of MUV-10(Ca) crystals
after 12 h of exposure to methanolic solutions of Co(II)
(Figure 3a). We observe the formation of small crystallization

nuclei on the surface and edges of the crystal after 1 day, which
evolve with time into micrometer-sized crystals with octahedral
morphologies that can already be visualized after 3 days. Newly
formed crystals seem to keep growing continuously at expense
of the original MOF to produce a cluster of intertwined
crystals after 15 days that keeps the original size and shape of
the MUV-10(Ca) templating scaﬀold (Figure S55 in the
Supporting Information). Overall, microscopic images suggest
that both phases coexist and the formation of the MUV-101
phase proceeds by transformation of one crystal into the other
rather than crystallization from redissolution of MUV-10 in the
reaction medium. We cannot visualize the dissolution of the
original crystals before the formation of the new crystals.
Additional experiments with larger crystals show the
particularities of the transformation more clearly (Figure S56
in the Supporting Information). This analysis was comple6641
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phases such as as Fe3+ and Cr3+, which decompose between
300 and 350 °C.13,28 We next collected standard N2 isotherms
for all of the solids to investigate the eﬀect of a phase
transformation on their porosity (Figure 3d and section S4.8 in
the Supporting Information). All solids display a type I
isotherm with increasing gas uptakes for higher degrees of
transformation. The reaction time gradually increases the
multipoint BET surface area and pore volume values from
1054 m2·g−1 and 0.47 cm3·g−1 for MUV-101(Co)-12h,
respectively, almost identical with those of the MUV-10(Ca)
phase, to almost double these values for MUV-101(Co)-30d
with 2043 m2·g−1 and 0.92 cm3·g−1. This value is consistent
with the values reported for MIL-100 phases and conﬁrms
complete MOF-to-MOF conversion. The eﬀect of this
dynamic transformation on the porosity can be more easily
visualized by looking into the pore size distribution (PSD). As
shown in Figure 3e, at short reaction times between 12 h and 1
day the PSD is dominated by a broad distribution of
micropores centered at 1.5 nm and incipient mesoporosity
between 2 and 3 nm. This intermediate stage is reminiscent of
MUV-10(Ca) with an incipient formation of MUV-101(Co)
and agrees well with the coexistence of both phases anticipated
by Rietveld analyses. The onset of mesoporosity is also
consistent with the opening of a small hysteresis loop in the N2
isotherm of these samples for the range P/P0 = 0.4−1.0
(Figure S45 in the Supporting Information). From 3 days and
onward the PSD reveals the formation of a mesoporous
material with two pore sizes. The smaller pores increase up to
1.5−1.8 nm, whereas the largest pores lie close to 3.2 nm,
consistent with the prevalence of the MUV-101 phase at these
stages. Overall, the sorption data suggest that this topological
transformation might be useful to gain dynamic control over
the formation of hierarchical micro-/mesopore structures at
intermediate stages of the transformation. We also conﬁrmed
that the stability of the ﬁnal material toward water degradation
was not compromised by running stability tests by soaking
MUV-101(Co)-30d crystals in acid, neutral, and basic aqueous
solutions (section S4.9 in the Supporting Information).
One of the main limitations in the synthesis of mixed-metal
frameworks, by either direct or postsynthetic methods, is the
likeliness of producing segregated single-component phases
rather than a homogeneous distribution of the metals at an
atomic level in the structure of the heterometallic MOF.18 This
problem is generally not discoverable by the characterization
techniques used and requires more advanced tools such as Xray absorption and high-resolution spectroscopies.21 We used
EXAFS (Ti and Co K-edges) to correlate the degree of
transformation with the changes to the local composition and
structure of the SBUs with time (Figure 3f,g and section S4.10
in the Supporting Information). Ti and Co K-edge EXAFS
data collected on the MUV-101 phase at 77 K demonstrate the
presence of heterobimetallic TiCo2 clusters, with Ti−Co
distances of ca. 2.94 Å (Table S8 in the Supporting
Information). This intermetallic distance in the heterometallic
cluster of MUV-101 is signiﬁcantly shorter than the Ti−Ti
distances seen in homometallic MIL-100(Ti) (i.e., 3.47 Å)27
and agrees well with our DFT models and the crystallographic
data reported for other heterometallic TiCo2 clusters,30 ruling
out the formation of segregated phases. The detailed analyses
of the Ti K-edge XANES region indicate the presence of a
three-component pre-edge feature at 4971.5 eV after long
transmetalation times, characteristic of centrosymmetric sixcoordinated Ti4+ centers.31,32 The intermediate stages of

mented with EDX measurements as a function of the soaking
time to account for the changes in chemical composition
concomitant with the transformation of MUV-10 (section S4.2
in the Supporting Information). The data show a rapid
incorporation of Co, which reaches a plateau at around 60
atom % after 15 days, parallel with the complete removal of
calcium from the crystals. The relative titanium content
decreases from 50 to 40 atom % until it stabilizes for a relative
Ti:Co ratio close to 1:2. Single-point spectra of the chemical
composition throughout the crystals are indicative of a
homogeneous distribution of both metals in the expected ratio.
The study of the MUV-101 phase by single-crystal
diﬀraction was not possible due to the intertwined nature of
the crystals formed. Nevertheless, the structure was determined
instead by reﬁnement of high-resolution PXRD data collected
by using synchrotron radiation (ALBA, BL04-MSPD) and
using the structure reported for MIL-100(Ti) as a starting
model (CCDC 1871195).27 Rietveld reﬁnement converged
with excellent residual values (Rwp = 3.95%, Rexp = 1.77%) to a
cubic Fd3̅ m space group with the cell parameter a =
73.5784(8) Å (section S4.4 in the Supporting Information).
MUV-101(Co) is isostructural with the prototypical MIL-100
family. Accordingly, heterometallic 6-c TiCo2 SBUs are
connected to six 3-c btc linkers to produce a zeolitic framework
with an mnt topology, which combines two types of
mesoporous cages of 2.4 and 2.9 nm interconnected in three
dimensions. However, in MIL-100 phases, the introduction of
M3+ (Cr, Fe, Al)13,28,29 or M4+ (Ti)27 metals into the
homometallic SBU [M3(μ3-O)(X)(H2O)2(RCO2)6] is counterbalanced by the coordination of diﬀerent capping linkers (X
= F−, Cl−, OH−, O2−) to the axial position of the metal
positions for a neutral structure. In MUV-101(Co), the
combination of Co2+ and Ti4+ drives the formation of
[TiCo2(μ3-O)(H2O)3(RCO2)6] clusters with possibly only
water molecules acting as terminal ligands. The metallic ratio
ﬁxed by this formula agrees well with the experimental value
determined by EDX. A phase transformation was also
evaluated by PXRD of the crystals at increasing soaking
times. Figure 3b shows that the [220] and [311] low-θ
diﬀraction lines characteristic of the MUV-101 phase,
isostructural with MIL-100, are already seen after only 12 h
and become clearly visible after 1 day. From that point, MUV10 and MUV-101 phases coexist up to 5 days of reaction,
whereas the reﬂections [110] and [111] characteristic of
MUV-10 are no longer visible. Rietveld reﬁnements were used
to calculate the relative phase percentages in these
intermediate states. As shown in section S4.6 in the Supporting
Information, the formation of MUV-101(Co) increases at the
expense of MUV-10(Ca) for relative percentages of 3, 11, 65
and 98 atom % after 1, 3, 10, and 30 days, respectively.
The gradual conversion of the Ti2Ca2 cluster in MUV-10
into TiCo2 in MUV-101(Co) is also correlated with changes in
the thermal stability of the solid isolated at diﬀerent reaction
times. Thermogravimetric analyses (TGA; Figure 3c and
section S4.7 in the Supporting Information) show a
progressive decrease in the decomposition temperature upon
incorporation of cobalt from 500 °C for MUV-10 down to a
minimum of 440 °C in fully transformed MUV-101(Co) after
30 days. We argue that this is possibly due to the dilution of
the relative percentage of robust Ti−O bonds in the metal−
oxo clusters, which decreases from 45% in MUV-10(Ca) to
33% in MUV-101. Nonetheless, the thermal stability of MUV101(Co) is signiﬁcantly higher than that of other homometallic
6642
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from a chemically stable precursor.24 The epitaxial growth of
MOFs ﬁrst reported by Kitagawa and co-workers35 involves
exposure to metal solutions of MOF crystals with surfaces that
are end-capped by linkers capable of coordinating the
incoming metal. As a result, the outer surface of the crystal
seeds the growth of an isostructural shell that is hybridized
with the original core into a single mixed-metal crystal,
provided there is an excellent match between both lattices. In
our case, the crystals of MUV-10(Ca) (the; cubic, Pm3̅, a =
15.8362(8) Å) act as a templating scaﬀold and direct a
topological transformation into MUV-101 (mtn; cubic, Fd3̅m,
a = 73.5784(8) Å). In comparison to epitaxial growth, this
process is driven by the generation of a new 6-c SBU, resulting
in the formation of a new topology compatible with the
structural information encoded in newly formed metal cluster
and the 3-c organic linker common to both frameworks.
Intrigued by the diﬀerences with other MOF-to-MOF
transformations available, we decided to rationalize the origin
of this phenomenon by analyzing the surface terminations in
MUV-10 crystals and studying the thermodynamics of the
transformation of the SBU. We calculated the energies of
(111), (001), and (110) surfaces representative of a cubic
system with atomistic simulation techniques and used them to
predict the equilibrium shape of the crystal through the Wulﬀ
construction method (see section S5 in the Supporting
Information for computational methods).36 As shown in
Figure 5b, our results predict the formation of truncated
octahedral crystals with preferential formation of (111) facets
and small contributions from (001), with the latter being
responsible for truncation of the octahedral symmetry. The
expression of (001) facets is not visible from SEM pictures,
which show MUV-10 crystals with regular octahedral
morphologies (Figure 5a). This deviation from our model is
possibly due to the eﬀect of the solvent or the modulator
(acetic acid) over the crystallization of the MOF, which was
not considered in our calculations and might disfavor the
stabilization of (001) surfaces. Accordingly, metal exchange
reactions in MUV-10 shall be dominated by the terminations
of the dominant (111) surfaces. Cleavage of the crystal along
this direction by using the GDIS package37 reveals the
coexistence of exposed metal (ligand free) and ligand-capped
terminations compatible with the ligand or metal-exchange
reactions required for a structural transformation (Figure
5c,d). Similar terminations have been reported for other cubic
MOFs such as UiO and HKUST.38,39 To conﬁrm this point,
we performed additional metal exchange experiments with
single crystals that reveal more clearly the nucleation of small
seeds of MUV-101(Co) in the (111) facets of the octahedra
(section S4.12 in the Supporting Information).
Our experimental results conﬁrm the formation of
heterometallic MUV-10(Mn) or MUV-101(Co) phases
depending on the metal incorporated into the SBU. We
hypothesized that an MOF-to-MOF transformation might be
ascribed to the instability of the heterometallic Ti2M2 cluster
that is generated when Ca2+ is replaced with Co2+ rather than
Mn2+. Accordingly, we calculated the energy balance for the
replacement of Ca 2+ nodes in [Ti 2Ca2(μ3-O)2(H2O)4(RCO2)8] by these two metals. As shown in Figure 5e, the
formation of an isostructural cluster is only thermodynamically
favorable for Mn2+, whereas it is disfavored for Co2+. These
diﬀerences likely originate from the higher preference of Ca
and Mn for a 7-fold CTP coordination environment in
comparison to other ﬁrst-row transition-metal ions such as

transformation show more distorted octahedral geometries.
With regard to the local structure of the cobalt centers in
MUV-101(Co), Co K-edge XANES data show the presence of
a pre-edge feature at 7709.2 eV after equivalent reaction times
indicative of Co2+ with slightly distorted octahedral geometries,
consistent with the formation of TiCo2 clusters.33 For a better
understanding of the transformation process at the nanoscale,
we next used scanning transmission electron microscopy
(STEM) with EDX to collect high-resolution elemental maps
throughout a slice of the crystals (Figure 4). MUV-101(Co)-

Figure 4. STEM-EDX of FIB-sectioned lamellae of MUV-101(Co)1d and -30d showing the relative distribution of Ca (blue), Co (pink),
and Ti (green) from the external surface to the inside of the crystal.

1d and -30d crystals were isolated, washed thoroughly, and
sectioned with a focused ion beam (FIB). STEM-EDX of the
lamellae at an early stage of the transformation conﬁrms that
the material grown on the external surface of the crystal is
richer in cobalt and poorer in calcium in comparison to the
interior. This spatial control over chemical composition agrees
well with a diﬀusion-controlled process in which metal
exchange induces the formation of MUV-101(Co) at the
expense of MUV-10(Ca) crystals. We do not observe any
signatures that account for the deposition of amorphous oxide
coatings or segregation of phases, conﬁrming the homogeneity
of the process also at the nanoscale. Moreover, STEM-EDX
spectral maps at diﬀerent regions inside several crystals conﬁrm
the formation of a new material upon metal exchange with
relative Ti, Co, and Ca contents consistent with the EDX
analyses of bulk crystals (section S4.11 in the Supporting
Information).
Origin of the Topological Transformation. To put our
results in context, we looked at the literature for other
examples of MOF transformations by metal exchange
reactions. Zhang and co-workers recently reported the
transformation of HKUST into MIL-100. In this case, the
poor stability of HKUST in the reaction medium induces the
decomposition and redissolution of the crystals by hydrolysis
in the presence of Fe3+, which is concomitant with the growth
of nanoparticles of MIL-100(Fe).34 In our case, the MOF
transformation proceeds by crystal-to-crystal transformation
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Figure 5. Origin of the topological transformation. (a) Experimental and (b) theoretical morphology of a crystal of MUV-10(Ca) calculated with
the Wulﬀ method. Diﬀerences are likely ascribed to the eﬀect of the modulator used in the synthesis. (c) Perspective showing the cleavage of the
cubic cell and the resulting (d) {111} surface termination combining metal and ligand free reactive sites. (e) Energy balance for the exchange of
Ca2+ sites in [Ti2Ca2(μ3-O)2(H2O)4(RCO2)8] (Ti2Ca2) SBUs with Mn2+ (red), Fe2+ (orange), Co2+ (magenta), Ni2+ (green), Cu2+ (blue), and
Zn2+ (purple). Except for Mn2+, metal exchange would generate unstable coordination environments in isostructural clusters. (f) Enthalpy changes
for the formation of [TiM2(μ3-O)(H2O)3(RCO2)6] (TiM2) from Ti2Ca2 SBUs. Formation of TiM2 metal−oxo clusters is disfavored for Cu2+ and
thermodynamically possible for Fe2+, Co2+, Ni2+, and Zn2+ with a signiﬁcant preference for the ﬁrst three.

periodic calculations for metal exchange in MUV-10(Ca).24,25
In turn, the calculated formation enthalpies of TiM2 from
Ti2M2 display diﬀerent trends depending on the metal identity
(Figure 5f). The formation of TiM2 SBUs is thermodynamically more favorable for Fe, Ni, and Co, with energies ranging
−13.6 to −10.0 eV, suggesting that these heterometallic phases
of MUV-101 should also be synthetically accessible. However,
the small stabilization for the formation of TiZn2 (−0.9 eV)
suggests that this material might be diﬃcult to produce under
thermodynamic control. Finally, Cu is the only metal for which
the formation of the heterometallic trimer is not energetically
favorable. This is in line with the low crystal ﬁeld stabilization
energies expected for Cu2+ and Zn2+.41 Given the instability of
Ti2Cu2 SBUs, our simulations suggest that the exchange of
MUV-10(Ca) crystals with copper might induce the formation
of an alternative SBU for a diﬀerent bipartite net compatible
with the 3-c connectivity of btc linkers.
Eﬀect of the Metal in Directing the Transformation.
We performed additional metal exchange reactions to test the
value of our theoretical predictions. MUV-10(Ca) crystals
were soaked in concentrated solutions of Fe(II), Ni(II), and
Zn(II) nitrate salts using the same conditions described above
(section S6 in the Supporting Information). As anticipated by
our calculations, all metals display a similar behavior and
trigger the formation of colored crystals that are visible after 10
days, except for Zn. SEM-EDX and PXRD conﬁrm the gradual
exchange of Ca2+, which becomes complete after 10 days for
MUV-101(Zn) and 30 days for quantitative formation of
crystals of MUV-101(Ni). MUV-101(Fe)-30d shows close to
13 atom % of calcium, indicative of an incomplete transformation, in good agreement with the presence of a residual
fraction of the MUV-10 phase in the PXRD (Figure S61 in the
Supporting Information). This is possibly due to the diﬃculties

cobalt. We ascribe these diﬀerences to changes in the ionic
radii, which decrease from 1.06 and 0.90 Å for Ca2+ and Mn2+
to 0.65 Å for Co2+.40 In comparison to Co2+, the electronic
preference of Mn for this coordination geometry agrees well
with the structural trends extracted from the Cambridge
Structural Database for heptacoordination across the transition-metal series.25 We argue that this thermodynamic
instability triggers the transformation of Ti2Co2 into more
stable TiCo2 SBUs. This was further conﬁrmed by calculating
the enthalpy for the formation of [TiCo 2 (μ 3 -O)(H2O)3(RCO2)6] from [Ti2Ca2(μ3‑O)2(H2O)4(RCO2)8] clusters (Figure 5f), which indicates that the formation of the
heterometallic TiCo2 SBU is thermodynamically more
favorable. Overall, this suggests that the transformation
probably proceeds by metal exchange at the (111) surface of
the crystal. Metal replacement would generate an oﬀset in the
coordination geometry of the Ti2Co2 heterometallic clusters
that would evolve into the formation of more stable TiCo2
SBUs. This would be the thermodynamic driving force guiding
the formation of MUV-101(Co). In comparison to the
microporosity of MUV-10(Ca), the mesoporosity of MUV101(Co) shall enable more favorable diﬀusion of mass for
quantitative transformation from the outside to the inside of
MUV-10(Ca) crystals.
To gain a more general understanding of the eﬀect of the
metal over the transformation phenomenon, we extended the
calculations to other common divalent ﬁrst-row transitionmetal ions (M2+ = Fe, Ni, Cu, Zn). Calcium exchange for the
formation of heterometallic MUV-10(Ca) Ti2M2 clusters is
also disfavored for these metals, following the order Cu > Zn
≫ Co > Ni > Fe with positive enthalpies of formation ranging
from 19.9 to 4.1 eV for Cu and Fe, respectively (Figure 5e).
These enthalpy changes are consistent with our previous
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Figure 6. Dynamic topological transformation of MUV-10(Ca) to MUV-102(Cu). (a) SEM images showing the progress of the transformation
with time for the formation of cubelike crystals of MUV-102(Cu) (scale bars 3 μm). Analysis of the MOF transformation at diﬀerent reaction
times: (b) PXRDs showing the transformation of MUV-10(Ca) into MUV-102(Cu) with time and comparison with commercial HKUST (black);
(c, d) EXAFS Ti and Cu K-edge spectra of MUV-102(Cu) at diﬀerent stages of transformation. The spectrum of homometallic HKUST was used
for comparison and is shown as a dashed black line. (e) N2 adsorption/desorption isotherms at 77 K showing the progressive increase in surface
area and pore volume with time until they match those of HKUST (black line). For a clearer analysis of the diﬀerent stages of transformation see
section S7 in the Supporting Information.

in stabilizing Fe2+ in solution for the long reaction times used
in the experiment. N2 isotherms of MUV-101(Ni)-30d and
MUV-101(Zn)-10d are indicative of mesoporous solids with
BET values and pore sizes consistent with the formation of
highly crystalline heterometallic MIL-100 phases. MUV101(Fe)-30d shows a signiﬁcantly smaller surface area as a
result of the incomplete transformation. Overall, these results
conﬁrm the general value of MUV-10(Ca) as a precursor for
inducing the formation of mesoporous, heterometallic
titanium−organic frameworks by metal exchange at low
temperature. To check if these phases were kinetic in nature,
we also attempted to produce MUV-101(Fe,Co,Ni,Zn) MOFs
by direct synthesis at high temperature. Whereas MUV101(Fe,Co,Ni) can be prepared by solvothermal reactions of
titanium isopropoxide with the metal salts and btc in DMF,42
MUV-101(Zn) can only be isolated by a metal exchange
reaction with MUV-10(Ca) at 65 °C. These results agree well
with our theoretical predictions that reveal a clear thermodynamic preference for the formation of [TiM 2 (μ3 -O)(H2O)3(RCO2)6] SBUs for Fe, Co, and Ni, whereas Zn is
signiﬁcantly less favorable.25 As a result, this heterometallic
phase can only be isolated by diﬀusion-controlled metal
exchange rather than under thermodynamic control at high
temperatures.
We next investigated the eﬀect of Cu2+ on the transformation. Our calculations above suggest that the formation
of TiCu2 clusters is not favorable; therefore, we expected
signiﬁcant diﬀerences in the product of the metal exchange
reaction. For a clearer overview of the process, we analyzed the
progress of the reaction by isolating the product at diﬀerent
reaction times between 1 h and 5 days (section S7 in the
Supporting Information). SEM measurements conﬁrm the

formation of intertwined cubes at the facets of MUV-10(Ca)
that become larger with time up to around 5 μm (Figure 6a).
In comparison to MUV-101(Co), the reaction with Cu2+ is
roughly 3 times faster. The copper content reaches a plateau
close to 80% between 1 and 5 days, concomitant with the
complete depletion of calcium from the crystals, for a ﬁnal
Ti:Cu ratio of close to 1:4 (section S7.2 in the Supporting
Information). These diﬀerences in the morphology of the
crystals and relative metal ratio in comparison to MUV101(Fe,Co,Ni,Zn) indicated the formation of a diﬀerent phase
in the case of copper. This was ﬁrst analyzed with PXRD
(Figure 6b), suggesting complete transformation after 1 day
into a highly crystalline material that we will refer to as MUV102(Cu). Figure S81 in the Supporting Information shows the
Le Bail reﬁnement of the sample after 5 days, conﬁrming that
the resulting material is isostructural with HKUST (tbo; cubic,
Fm3̅m, a = 26.343(5) Å). This MOF is built from the linking
of 4-c paddlewheel [Cu2(CO2)2(H2O)2] SBUs and 3-c btc
organic molecules. The total metal content corresponds to the
incorporation of 20 atom % of titanium in MUV-102(Cu),
suggesting the formation of one heterometallic TiCu cluster
per 2.5 homometallic Cu2 units. Just as with MUV101(Fe,Co,Ni,Zn) or MIL-100(Ti), we argue that the excess
of positive charge that results from the replacement of Cu2+
with Ti4+ might be counterbalanced by the coordination of
O2− capping linkers to titanium for a heterometallic [TiCu(RCO2)2(O)(H2O)] SBU. The formation of a heterometallic
cluster agrees well with the evolution of the Ti K-edge EXAFS
data with the reaction time (Figure 6c,d), which indicate the
presence of Ti−Cu distances at ca. 2.84 Å for long reaction
times, in agreement with our DFT models for MUV-102(Cu)
(Table S16 and section S7.6 in the Supporting Information).
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Figure 7. Topological transformation chart. Graphical overview of the binary heterometallic titanium−organic frameworks described in this work
and their corresponding topologies and building units. By the principles of reticular chemistry, the transformation of the 8-c Ti2Ca2 metal−oxo
cluster in MUV-10(Ca) into 6-c TiM2 and 4-c TiCu units by metal exchange reactions drives the formation of the binary frameworks dictated by
the local symmetries of 3-c btc units and the newly formed SBUs. All topologies shown have been taken from the Reticular Chemistry Structure
Resource (RCSR; http://rcsr.anu.edu.au/).

■

Additionally, Ti and Cu K-edge XANES data demonstrated the
simultaneous presence of highly distorted Ti(IV) six-31,32 and
ﬁve-coordinated Cu(II) centers43,44 in MUV-102(Cu). The
formation of heterometallic paddlewheel units is also
consistent with the presence of uncoupled cupric S = 1/2
signals already present in the electron spin resonance spectra of
MUV-102(Cu) after 6 h (section S7.7 in the Supporting
Information). We discarded the formation of nanometer-thick
oxide coatings upon transformation with STEM-EDX analyses.
High-resolution spectral maps collected from FIB-sectioned
crystals also conﬁrm the formation of an outer shell of Cu that
deepens into the crystal for increasing reaction times (section
S7.8 in the Supporting Information). The formation of this
binary tbo framework is consistent with N2 gas sorption
measurements. MUV-102(Cu) samples formed after transformations from 1 h to 5 days display type isotherms intrinsic
to microporous materials with BET surface area values and
pore sizes increasing from 1000 m2·g−1 and a micropore
centered at 0.8 nm for MUV-102(Cu)-1h, characteristic of
MUV-10, to 1509 m2·g−1 and bimodal microporosity centered
at 0.9 and 1.1 nm after complete transformation in MUV102(Cu)-5d. We measured the porosity of a commercial
sample of HKUST (Basolite C300) soaked in MeOH for 5
days at room temperature to conﬁrm the excellent match in
porosity between both samples (Figure 6e and section S7.9 in
the Supporting Information). The low titanium doping does
not notably aﬀect the thermal and chemical stability of MUV102(Cu), which displays a decomposition temperature of 302
°C and the same limitations toward water hydrolysis as
homometallic HKUST (sections S7.10 and S7.11 in the
Supporting Information). As with MUV-101(Zn), we could
not prepare this heterometallic analogue of HKUST by direct
synthesis, conﬁrming again the ability of metal-induced
topological transformation to enable the formation of MOFs
not accessible by de novo synthesis.

CONCLUSION

The synthesis of titanium frameworks still remains limited by
the diﬃculties in controlling the high reactivity of Ti4+ ions in
solution, which precludes the formation of persistent SBUs
with the symmetry and connectivity required to target
predeﬁned topologies. We have shown the general value of
MUV-10(Ca) as a precursor for directing the formation of
mesoporous or microporous heterometallic titanium−organic
frameworks at low temperature by exchange reactions with
ﬁrst-row transition metals. Metal exchange at the soft positions
of the cluster induces a MOF-to-MOF transformation that is
controlled by the formation of thermodynamically favored
heterometallic clusters. As summarized in Figure 7, the
nuclearity and nodes of connection of the resulting metal
clusters are controlled by the metal incorporated and direct the
assembly of binary frameworks according to the principles of
reticular chemistry. In comparison to direct synthesis, this
metal-induced topological transformation is a dynamic
phenomenon and can be used to gain control over the
formation of hierarchical micro-/mesopore structures by
controlling the extent of transformation with time for the
synthesis of mixed phases. Our results also suggest that this
method enables the formation of heterometallic titanium
MOFs that are not accessible under solvothermal conditions at
high temperature, thus opening the door to the synthesis of
additional titanium heterometallic phases not limited to
trimesate linkers. On the basis of the advantageous properties
of titanium and the intrinsic advantages of mixed-metal MOFs
over their homometallic counterparts in applications such as
gas storage/separation and heterogeneous catalysis,18,19 we are
conﬁdent that this approach might represent a turning point
for the synthesis and general applications of titanium
frameworks in a broad context.
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